
Template for pilot description 

Pilot identification  

 “1 BG 1”   means the second pilot implemented by Bulgaria regarding use case number 1 

Reference Use case  

X 1) URL Inventory of enterprises  2) E-commerce from enterprises’ websites  

    

 3) Job advertisements on enterprises’ websites  4) Social media presence on enterprises’ web pages 

 

Synthesis of pilot objectives  

The BNSI used the business register information for enterprises which form the ICT survey population for 

URLs inventory.  The main objective was generated a URLs inventory of enterprises. The Inventory has been 

used for web-crawiling of the enterprise sites to retrieve information for e-commerce and social media 

activities.  Approaches that were used are the following: 

 Use the Jabse (Just Another Bulgarian Search Engine) Search API, Google Custom Search API and Bing 
Search API (from Pilot 1 BG 2) on the base of the enterprise’s name with filtering of the Search APIs 
results;   

 Retrieve URLs from data sets that contain organization number, URLs, contact details and other 
enterprise characteristics from the Business register; 

The population subject to web crawling is enterprises with 10 or more employees: company name, e-mails, 

URL and other characteristics from BR. The total size of population was 26 836 companies, 20649 e-mails 

and 2006 URLs.  

Pilot details 

  



General description of the flow on the logical architecture 

The URL Searcher uses information for URLs and e-mails from BR to check, verify and generate domain 

names in order to retrieve URLs Inventory.  The Scraper uses the enterprise names employing Jabse Search 

API, Google Custom Search API and Bing Search API to get sets of up to 10 suggested URLs.  The Searcher 

and Scraper store the information in the DB.  The true enterprise URLs are identified by DB crawling 

interface used by experts for manually validation. In the analysis phase the statistical results were 

calculated with specific software script.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Functional description of each block  

The URL Searcher obtains the list of enterprises with available URLs and e-mails from Business register 

(total number of enterprises: 26836, 2006 initially available URLs, 20649 available e-mails). Then the URL 

Searcher checks if the initial URLs are real websites and saved the results in the database. If the URLs are 

not verified or missing, then the URLs are generated from the domain names of e-mails by excluding 

popular e-mail services (like gmail, yahoo, etc.), if they are available. The generated URLs are verified for 

existence by the Searcher.  All verified URLs are stored within DB (7038 URLs).  

The Scraper uses the automated search interface of Jabse, gets up to 10 search results for the businesses 

from its names in Bulgarian and gets up to 10 search results for the businesses from their names 

transliterated in Latin. Then the Scraper excludes from the search results the complex URLs, gets just those 

up to domain names, and suggests them as most probable. 

The results are saved in the database in text and html format (15638 sets of up to 10 most probable search 

results in Bulgarian, 16201 sets of up to 10 most probable search results in Latin).  

After that, the Scraper uses Google search interface, gets up to 10 search results for the businesses from its 

names in Bulgarian and saves the results in the database in json format (26829 sets of up to 10 search 

results). 

The DB crawling interface was used by the experts to choose the real URLs of the enterprises from the 

suggested URLs from the URL Searcher and Scraper. The results of this phase are 9809 real URLs of 

businesses.  

The results and statistics script gives the real-time information for enterprise URLs.   

Description of the technological choices    

BNSI did not have any particular experience with web scrapping and Big Data before this project. So, the 

first choice of tools for this project were free software web tools that the BNSI has some experience with – 

Apache web server, MySQL database and PHP programing language. We used PHP for the projects’ 

software, we used MySQL for the storage platform and we used Apache for execution of PHP scripts over 

the web browsers. We integrated and used the Jabse Search API, Google Custom Search API and Bing 

Search API (form Pilot 1 BG 2) in our software to get results suggested by these search engines. The PHP 

scripts were executed in browser with use of HTML content refresh meta tag (for example: the script 

queries the Search APIs every 3 seconds with enterprise data and stores the information gathered in the 

database). 

Concluding remarks 

Lessons learned 

 Methodology: The Google Search API gives the best results. It gives 200 searches per day free of 
charge or 1000 for 5 EUR to max of 10000 searches per day. The Jabse database do not cover all the 



enterprises. Jabse Search works better with its English version then the Bulgarian, but the Search 
API covers only the Bulgarian version. Overall, the 26836 records were manually checked by the 
experts in 45 working days, which gives around 600 records per workday. 

 IT: Conventional IT tools are sufficient for the URL inventory creation with tens of thousands 
enterprises. The size of the database about 27000 enterprises takes around 1 GB of HDD (BR data, 
scraped Search APIs data and enterprises web sites and e-stores first pages titles, key words, 
descriptions and URLs data). 

 Legal: There were no legal issues, because we used third party information tools (Jabse, Google and 
Bing Search APIs) to obtain the URLs of the enterprises. 

 

Open issues 

There are no open issues in this pilot. All defined activities in the use-case were successfully executed.   

 


